empirical relation of ozone loss against the volume of potential polar stratospheric clouds within the northern hemisphere. The sensitivity of the results on recent improvements of the approach has been tested.
Introduction
Over the past two decades, substantial progress has been made in the understanding of chemical and dynamical processes in the northern winter stratosphere, that lead to ozone loss; the state of knowledge was last reviewed by Newman and Pyle (2003) . At that time, several comparisons of ozone losses measured by a variety of approaches with model calculations indicate that observed ozone loss rates are often higher than can be explained, particularly during cold Arctic Januaries (e.g. Hansen et al., 1997; Becker et al., 1998; Deniel et al., 1998; Rex et al., 2003) . A full quantitative understanding of the ozone loss processes is essential for a reliable prediction of the future evolution of the polar ozone layer.
Since 2003 further steps towards a better understanding of polar ozone destruction have been made which have improved our quantitative understanding of observed Arctic ozone loss rates. For example, the photochemistry of the chlorine-catalysed ozone loss has been closely studied. Von Hobe et al. (2004) have provided new estimates of the thermal equilibrium constant of ClOOCl/2ClO which would lead to a slight increase in the relative importance of the coupled chlorine/bromine ozone loss cycle. Stimpfle et al. (2004) have suggested larger cross sections for the photolysis of ClOOCl. Frieler et al. (2006) show that the faster photolysis rates calculated based on these larger cross sections lead to a significant increase in chemical ozone depletion rates in polar regions. Moreover Salawitch et al. (2005) suggested that the amount of BrO in the lower stratosphere due to input of short lived species from the tropical troposphere is larger than previously assumed, supporting the earlier work of Pfeilsticker et al. (2000) . Higher levels of bromine in the lower stratosphere would also increase calculated ozone loss rates, making them more consistent with observations.
The discrepancy between measured and modelled Arctic ozone loss rates served as the motivation for the EC project "Quantitative Understanding of Ozone losses by Bipolar Investigations" (QUOBI). A major part of QUOBI was the provision of a broad set of observations (ground-based, ozonesondes and satellites) for detailed studies addressing this issue including the Arctic ozonesonde campaign using the Match technique (von der Gathen et al., 1995; Rex et al., 1997 Rex et al., , 1999 During winter 2002/2003 more than 800 ozonesondes were launched from 34 participating stations in the Arctic and northern mid latitudes (Fig. 1) . More than 450 of these were launched in response to requests, in order to direct them into air masses that had been probed by an ozonesonde launched at another station between two and ten days earlier. This was achieved by using near real time trajectory calculations based on analysis and forecast data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). For two measurements which are connected by a calculated trajectory the dynamical impact on the ozone mixing ratio is largely eliminated. A change in the ozone mixing ratio can then be attributed to chemical ozone destruction along the trajectory. Using statistical tools ozone loss rates and their statistical uncertainty can be calculated from a large number of those double probed air parcels. Additional systematic uncertainties have been studied in detail e.g. by , Harris et al. (2002) , and Newman and Pyle (2003) and are estimated to be in the order of 20%. After the active coordination phase the trajectories are recalculated based on analysis data. One particular focus of the Match campaign 2002/2003 was the study of ozone loss in December, which had not been investigated previously by Match. Hence, the campaign was started in late November, about six weeks earlier than previous Match campaigns. To cover the full extent of the ozone loss period, the campaign was run until midMarch, when the increased dynamical activity made the continuation of the campaign impossible. The ozone loss rates had dropped to near zero values by then and temperatures stayed well above the threshold for chlorine activation afterwards. So it can be assumed that the results presented here cover the overall ozone loss during winter 2002/2003. The campaign planning and the subsequent data analysis were carried out along the lines described in . However, the following modifications were made to further improve the approach: -The resolution of the ECMWF wind fields used for the trajectory calculations in the final analysis step was increased to 1.25 • ×1.25 • (2.5 • ×2.5 • before).
-The sensitivity of ozone loss rates to an additional Match radius has been tested. The Match radius has previously been calculated using a forward trajectory calculated from the first measurement and it (the "forward Match radius") has been defined as the distance between the second ozonesonde measurement and the location of the trajectory at the time of the second measurement.
Here, in addition, backward trajectories have been calculated starting at the location of the second ozonesonde measurement, and the "backward Match radius" is calculated as the distance between the respective point of the backward trajectory to the location of the first measurement. This addresses the effect of a modification of the original Match approach that was first used by Terao et al. (2002) .
-The approach to estimate statistical uncertainties of the results has been updated to fully account for the effect that not all individual Match events are strictly independent. A detailed description of the statistical method applied is given by Lehmann et al. (2005) . 
Meteorology of the winter 2002/2003
The stratospheric temperature in the beginning of the winter 2002/2003 was sufficiently low for the widespread formation of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs). The Polar vortex built up in November, was slightly displaced toward the Atlantic sector by the Aleutian-High and was of relatively symmetric shape (Tilmes et al., 2003) . In November/December the area covered by temperatures low enough for PSCs to exist (A PSC ) exceeded those of the cold winter 1999/2000. At 475-550 K potential temperature reached the largest values present in the ERA-15 dataset, which goes back to 1979. A PSC is calculated using temperatures from the ECMWF, assuming nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) in thermodynamic equilibrium (Hansen and Mauersberger, 1988; Rex et al., 2004) . In the middle and lower stratosphere the conditions remained cold until mid January, when a major warming occurred. The major warming led to a strong asymmetry of the polar vortex which split on the upper levels above 700 K potential temperature. During the rest of the winter the vortex was less stable and warmer than during some of the cold winters during the 1990s. In February a minor warming took place. The warming pulse penetrated deeper into the stratosphere than the major warming before leading to a split of the vortex for several days around 18 February. During this time one center of the vortex was located over north-east of Canada whereas the other part was located over Siberia. Another minor warming took place in March. During February and March the temperatures dropped only occasionally below temperatures low enough for the formation of polar stratospheric clouds. The final warming began at the end of March (Naujokat and Grunow, 2003) .
Overall the vortex of the discussed winter was very cold and stable from November until mid-January. Afterwards it was mainly influenced by several warmings which led to a perturbed and warm vortex with a break up in mid-April.
Results
In this section we report the seasonal evolution and vertical distribution of ozone loss rates in winter 2002/2003. The ozone loss rates are presented as averages over all Match events inside the polar vortex and are expressed in terms of ozone loss per sunlit hour as well as ozone loss per day. Figure 2 shows the spatial and temporal coverage of the vortex by Match events throughout the winter. Each red dot gives the relative location of a Match event inside the vortex. The measure of relative location is a rescaled PV unit. The centre of the vortex (0% relative location) is defined as the highest PV value found in the vortex. 100% relative location corresponds to the vortex edge (as described below) and the scaling has been done such that "relative location" corresponds to fractional vortex areas. Figure 2 shows that the vortex was relatively homogeneously sampled by Match so that the loss rates reported here can largely be interpreted as vortex averages.
In previous Match analyses the vortex edge was defined by a constant value of normalized PV, which was chosen because it corresponded to the maximum gradient in PV typical of the January to March period (Rex et al., 1999) . However in 2002/2003 the vortex was probed earlier, during its spin up phase, when the PV value closest to the maximum PV gradient was still increasing. Hence, the definition of the vortex edge was adapted to the strengthening of the vortex during December. The PV gradient in equivalent latitude space was calculated as a seven day average and the maximum gradient was chosen as the PV value for the vortex edge for that period. The value of normalized PV chosen to define the vortex edge increased from 28 s −1 in early December to 36 s −1 on (Rex et al., 1999) scaled such that equal intervals of this quantity correspond to equal areas of the vortex. Hence, the homogeneity of the sampling of the PV-space can be assessed. Relative location of 100% is the vortex edge, 0% is the vortex core.
9 January. From that day on the value stayed approximately constant around the normalised PV value of 36 s −1 (Table 1) .
The lower part of the panels of Fig. 3 shows the seasonal evolution of ozone loss rates on four potential temperature levels ( =425, 450, 475, and 500 K). The individual data points shown in Fig. 3 represent results of linear regressions based on Match events from a ±10 K vertical bin and a ±7 day time bin, starting with a point corresponding to data centred around 5 December. In the upper part of each panel A PSC is shown. In December ozone loss rates increased towards the end of the month and ranged between 0 and about 4 ppbv per sunlit hour, which corresponds to 0-20 ppbv per day. At =450-500 K ozone loss rates reached maximum values of up to 6.0 ppbv per sunlit hour (35 ppbv per day) during January and generally decreased during February, reaching insignificant values by the end of the month. At 425 K ozone loss rates were generally smaller and reached a maximum value of 3.1±0.9 ppbv per sunlit hour (27±7.4 ppbv per day) during mid-February.
The numbers given in the lower part of the panels (a), (c), (e), (g) in Fig. 3 indicate the numbers of individual Match events that were used for the various data points. For days 44 to 51 these numbers are considerably smaller than for most of the other data points. The reason is the strong minor warming that occurred during this period of the winter. Due to the unstable meteorological conditions the quality criteria for Match events (i.e. little divergence of the individual trajectory clusters, PV conservation along the trajectories, absence of laminae structures in the ozone profiles, Rex et al., 1999) were not met as often. Figure 4 shows the overall accumulated ozone loss that occurred during the Arctic winter 2002/2003. Following the approach described in Rex et al. (2002) ozone loss rates were (Fig. 4b) .
The vertically integrated column loss in the partial column covered by the Match analysis is shown in Fig. 4c . For December the accumulated ozone loss is 5±1 DU in the vertical column of =454-550 K. The stated error reflects the statistical uncertainty calculated by error propagation using the statistical error of the ozone loss rates. As mentioned above, the additional systematic uncertainty is about 20%. By day 75 the column loss between =407 and 501 K (corresponding to =400-500 K at the end of March, about 16-21 km) reached 56±4 DU. This quantity is the difference between the actually observed ozone abundance and the total ozone column that would have been present in the absence of chemical loss for identical dynamics (i.e. the quantity column [O 3 *-O 3 ] as defined in Rex et al., 2002) . This loss estimate can be directly compared to ozone loss estimates based on the difference between passive ozone from a transport model and ozone values that are actually observed or that are the results from a 3-D chemical transport model. Note that the column [O 3 *-O 3 ] is different from the overall number of molecules destroyed in a vertical column of air during the winter (i.e. the quantity∫column [−dO 3 /dt chem ] as defined by Rex et al., 2002) , because air masses may leave or enter the vertical column due to average poleward or equatorward motion, even if no mixing across the edge of the polar vortex occurs. The accumulated loss fits well to the empirical observed relation between the column loss and the volume of temperatures below the PSC threshold for the =400-550 K (Rex et al., 2004) . The ozone loss calculated in that paper is calculated by the vortex average approach. The loss in the partial column covered here is a lower limit for the ozone loss in the total column. The loss in the region above the covered vertical range is probably very small, because accumulated losses at the upper edge of the covered region are already small (cf. Fig. 4a ). We may have missed ozone loss in the region below 400 K, which could contribute to the total column loss. Christensen et al. (2004) suggest that around 15 DU additional loss may have occurred between =350-400 K. The quality of the ozone loss rates calculated along the Match trajectories during the warming during January was checked using a bivariate regression for the time period of 5 January 2004-31 January 2004, allowing for ozone change during sunlit and dark periods along the trajectories (Rex et al., 1999) :
L S and L D are the loss rates during sunlit time and darkness and t S and t D the time the trajectories spent in sunlight and darkness, respectively. In January at =475±10 K, i.e. the period of the highest ozone loss rates we find L S =−5.8±2.2 ppbv/sunlit hour and L D =0.6±0.6 ppbv/dark hour. Hence, during dark periods ozone was conserved along the trajectories, suggesting that our approach was not significantly influenced by dynamical effects during that time.
Uncertainty in the ozone loss rates
The uncertainties stated above are 1 σ uncertainties not including potential systematic effects. A discussion of systematic uncertainties of the Match approach is given in Rex et al. (1998) and has been further studied by comparisons between various independent approaches to estimate Arctic ozone losses in Harris et al. (2002) and Newman and Pyle (2003) . Here we also discuss the impact of using different resolutions of the meteorological data and of using an additional match radius for backward trajectories (as described below). Also, since the impact of uncertainties in diabatic descent rates depends on the individual shape of the ozone profile during any given winter, we again quantify this effect for the winter 2002/2003. Finally we discuss the effect of some error correlation between the individual Match events on the calculated statistical uncertainties.
Impact of the spatial resolution of the meteorological input data
Until this winter the spatial resolution of the meteorological input data used for the trajectory calculation of the Match analysis was 2.5 • ×2.5 • . The meteorological files have become available in the higher grid resolution of 1.25 • ×1.25 • . In order to make sure that a change in the grid resolution does not affect the continuity of the Match time series a comparison between two analyses using the files with lower and higher grid resolution was performed. Figure 5 shows that higher grid resolution does not change the derived ozone loss rates significantly.
Sensitivity on diabatic cooling rates
The sensitivity of the ozone loss rates on systematic errors in the diabatic cooling rates, which have been calculated by the SLIMCAT radiation scheme MIDRAD, depends on the average vertical gradient in the ozone mixing ratio profile, which varies from year to year and during the season. The sensitivity was generally small for most of the winters during the past decade but contributed significantly to the overall uncertainty for the winter 1991/1992 . The strong dynamic activity in winter 2002/2003 caused a greater variability in the cooling rates compared to previous winters. This effect is only partially captured by MIDRAD as it is using a climatological ozone field. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of derived ozone losses to halving the diabatic cooling rates and multiplying by 1.5 for the winter 2002/2003. For most of the period the sensitivity of calculated ozone losses on the cooling rates is small, but in December the cooling rate variation has a large impact on derived ozone losses. During this month the loss rates calculated with cooling rates reduced to 50% are smaller but stay within the 1 σ uncertainty of the original rates. When the cooling rates are increased by the factor 1.5, the derived ozone loss rates are also lying within 1 σ statistical uncertainty.
Recently the SLIMCAT model has been improved by including a full radiation scheme from the NCAR CCM scheme. One consequence is an improved simulation of ozone loss in the Arctic polar vortex due partly to increased polar descent. In these full chemistry runs the modelled 3-D ozone field is used in the calculation of heating rates. Our variation of the cooling rates within the range of 0.5 to 1.5 covers the average effect of the uncertainty of the change from one radiation scheme to the other. Locally, in time and space, the deviation between the two schemes may be larger. However, there remains the uncertainty due to the use of climatological ozone fields in the Match heating rate calculations, but this should be small. Therefore, we feel that the range considered here does cover the expected uncertainties. Fig. 3c ), green crosses: cooling rates are multiplied by a constant factor of 0.5, light blue stars: cooling rates are multiplied by a constant factor of 1.5.
4.3 Trajectory quality criteria symmetric in time Terao et al. (2002) modified the original Match approach to use it with data from the Improved Limb Atmospheric Spectrometer (ILAS) for the Arctic winter 1996/1997. They introduced an additional Match radius, the backward Match radius explained earlier. In our sensitivity study all quality criteria which belong to the forward trajectory are applied additionally to a corresponding cluster of backward trajectories, such that the Match approach becomes symmetric in time.
The central trajectory of each cluster started at the coordinates of the second sonde measurement of the respective Match event. The cluster was set up in the same way as the standard forward trajectory cluster. However, the backward trajectories were triggered on a vertical grid with 5 K vertical resolution. Hence, the potential temperature of the start point of the backward trajectory may differ by up to 2.5 K potential temperature from the level of the ozonesonde measurement. With this procedure two different Match radii are calculated for one Match: (a) the forward Match radius, and (b) the backward Match radius (see Introduction). We have used the information from (a) and (b) in two different ways. First, a threshold value is introduced for the backward Match radius, similar to the standard threshold of 500 km for the forward Match radius. Figure 7a shows the results for different choices of this new threshold value: 600 km (green crosses, 251 Matches), 500 km (blue stars, 230 Matches) and 400 km (blue diamonds, 191 Matches). The original loss rates from the standard analysis are shown by red squares (405 Matches). Second, the radii (a) and (b) were added up to give a combined Match radius, for which a new threshold value is defined, which replaces the individual threshold for both Match radii. The results for various choices analyses using two thresholds for the two Match radii. The forward Match radius is kept constant at 500 km whereas the backward Match radius is changed. Red squares: reference (same data as shown in Fig. 3c ), green crosses: maximum allowed backward Match radius = 600 km, light blue stars: 500 km, dark blue diamonds: 400 km. Panel (b): analyses using a threshold for the sum of forward and backward Match radius. Red squares reference (same data as shown in Fig. 3c ), green crosses: combined Match radius = 1000 km, light blue stars: 800 km, dark blue diamonds: 700 km.
of the threshold for the combined Match radius are shown in Fig. 7b : 1000 km (green crosses, 273 Matches), 800 km (light blue stars, 227 Matches), 700 km (dark blue diamonds, 188 Matches). Again the reference data is given as red squares.
Although the use of the backward trajectories has a large impact on the number of Match events used to calculate the ozone loss rates, both the loss rates and their uncertainties are quite robust and do not change significantly.
Correction for Matches which are not statistically independent
The Match analysis is based on linear regression analyses of ozone change versus sunlit time from a number of individual Match events. The slope of the linear regression gives the ozone loss rate, while the calculated statistical uncertainty of the slope is stated as statistical uncertainty of the loss rate. The standard regression analysis and uncertainty estimations assume that the errors of the individual Match events are statistically independent and normally distributed and that their variances are equal. However, the assumption of statistical independence is not fulfilled because an individual ozonesonde measurement can contribute to more than one Match event within a linear regression analysis. Lehmann et al. (2005) developed an approach to estimate the uncertainty of the ozone loss rates derived from a sample of Matches with statistically dependent errors. Whether the estimated uncertainty increases or decreases compared to the former approach (which ignores the dependencies) depends on the precise distribution of sondes in the sample of Match events, but in most cases the derived uncertainty increases. All error bars stated in this paper are based on that new approach. For loss rates at the =475 K level we found an average increase of about 14% of the calculated uncertainty compared to the former approach which is shown in Table 2 . This is in good agreement with the numbers presented in Lehmann et al. (2005) for the average of four Match campaigns.
Summary and discussion
Significant ozone loss took place in the stratospheric vortex over the Arctic in winter 2002/2003. This winter is characterised by a cold beginning which led to ozone loss of ∼5 DU in December and 56±4 DU at the end of the campaign in mid-March for the partial column of =453-550 K and 400-500 K, respectively. This value further supports the empirical relation between the volume of PSCs in the northern hemisphere and ozone loss. An accumulated loss of 1.2-1.6 ppmv was found in the layers of air descending to 400-475 K spring equivalent potential temperatures. This loss is moderate compared to 1.0-2.8 ppmv loss found in winter 1999/2000 with the Match approach for the =400-550 K levels.
Several improvements to the Match technique have been applied. The sensitivity study of resolution of the meteorological data used for the trajectory calculation showed that the change to a higher horizontal resolution does not affect the results significantly. Therefore the continuity of the Match time series, which includes 12 winters, is conserved. Moreover it was shown that the implementation of a backward trajectory check into the ozonesonde Match approach as an additional quality criterion results in similar loss rates and error bars. Moreover the error bars of the ozone loss rates presented in this paper are corrected for the effect of multiple use of ozonesondes within the regressions. Goutail et al. (2004) derived ozone loss from the comparison of measurements of the SAOZ Network, a network of UV-visible spectrometers, to calculations of passive ozone by the chemical transport model (CTM) REPROBUS. A column loss of 6-8% was found until end of December, which corresponds to approximately 28-38 DU. This value is high Hence, mainly the vortex edge was probed during December in the Goutail et al. study. It is reasonable to assume that ozone loss during December was more pronounced in the more sunlit vortex edge region, but it is unlikely that this effect can fully explain the differences for the December period. For January to March the accumulated ozone loss is ∼13% or ∼61 DU which is in good agreement with our partial column result of about 51 DU for the same period. Singleton et al. (2004) used the passive ozone of the SLIMCAT CTM and measurements of the satellite based instrument POAM III to derive chemical ozone loss. By midMarch the maximum accumulated ozone loss obtained by this method is 1.2 ppmv for the air masses descending to =425 K. Match found an ozone loss of 1.5±0.2 ppmv at that level. At most levels between =400-500 K the results from Singleton et al. suggest slightly smaller ozone losses than Match. However, the results agree within their respective uncertainties. Grooß et al. (2005) did an extensive modeling study on denitrification and ozone loss with the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS) for the winter 2002/2003. The calculated ozone column loss between 380 K and 550 K in their study is calculated to be 46 DU, which is somewhat lower than of the observation of 56±4 DU for the height region of 400 to 500 K spring equivalent potential temperature presented here. A good agreement show the integrated values of ozone depletion within the 1 σ error bars around the =460 K where Grooß et al. calculated ozone loss of 1.1 ppmv and Match shows 1.2±0.3 ppmv at the =450 K level and 1.3±0.4 ppmv at the =475 K level. The difference in the column loss mainly refers to differences on the lower levels which could come from some underestimation of observed ozone losses at those levels in CLaMS. Tilmes et al. (2004) 
